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All AutoCAD software runs on Microsoft Windows. There is also a mobile app for Android devices, iOS, Linux, macOS, and the web apps are
available for Microsoft Edge and Chrome. The AutoCAD file format (or drawing format) is proprietary. AutoCAD files are made up of objects,

such as lines, arcs, circles, polygons, and text, and relationships between those objects, such as when an arc connects to a line or a circle to a
point. When an object is moved or resized, AutoCAD reevaluates and updates the drawing file with the results. A drawing file can also be saved
as a grayscale raster image (.png). The key tool for drawing, editing, and designing in AutoCAD is the DRAWSHEET. An important AutoCAD
feature is the ability to align (shift) objects to a common point, which automatically determines and records the X,Y position of that point. This

feature is known as "alignment" and the common point is known as an "alignment point." Another key AutoCAD feature is the ability to work in
2D and 3D space. This means that you can draw objects in the 2D space (on the X,Y plane), then create a 3D model of those objects, and finally

produce a 2D drawing (a drawing with 2D text and lines) of that 3D model. There are three basic types of objects: lines, arcs, and polygons
(polygons can be either 2D or 3D). You can use either one or more lines, arcs, or polygons to draw shapes. You can add objects, such as lines,

arcs, circles, polygons, etc. to a drawing. Lines, arcs, circles, and polygons can be connected by inserting an "end" to another object and by using
the "join" command. Lines can also be terminated with a small square, and polygons can be closed with a "close" command. You can copy

objects by using the "copy" command. You can merge objects by using the "merge" command. You can undo an object's last action using the
"undo" command. You can draw additional copies of objects using the "duplicate" command. You can delete objects by using the "delete"

command. You can reposition objects by using the "move" command. You can add

AutoCAD Crack + Activation Key Download [32|64bit]

Software AutoCAD Crack Keygen is available as software. A version that is specifically designed for Windows, AutoCAD Crack Keygen LT is
available for the Microsoft Windows platform (including Windows Vista and later). An AutoCAD Torrent Download LT subscription is

required for using the software. Autodesk offers several other applications, including: AutoCAD Electrical is a 3D visualization package for
electrical engineers. AutoCAD Mechanical, a mechanical design package. AutoCAD Land Desktop, a package that includes AutoCAD Land,
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AutoCAD Web Designer, AutoCAD DraftSight, and Revit that, among other things, replaces AutoCAD LT. AutoCAD Architect, a 3D
visualization package for architects and interior designers. AutoCAD Civil 3D is a package which features 3D engineering design software.
AutoCAD Map 3D is an extension to AutoCAD that provides a 3D representation of a map, and allows for design of the map. AutoCAD

Graphics 3D (formerly Project Zeta), a graphics package which features solid, surface, and surface spline modeling. AutoCAD 360° (formerly
AutoCAD Fusion), a web application for building 360° renderings of architectural models. Autodesk 360 (formerly Project Pegasus), a web

application for building photorealistic 360° renderings of architectural models. AutoCAD Viewer, a tool that allows sharing of AutoCAD
models with other software. AutoCAD Vault, which allows users to protect and share CAD drawings with others. Interoperability programs,
including: AEC Interoperability (formerly Autodesk Interoperability) is a set of tools for automating the exchange of information between

AutoCAD and Autodesk AEC products. Inventor, which allows designers to import and export 3D models and technical drawings into and out
of other CAD systems. FDM (formerly AutoCAD Fusion Data Manager) allows users to access and organize data from other CAD systems.
Solution Exchange is a way to interact with and share parts, materials, assemblies and data with other engineering packages through XML.

Simplify3D, a way to convert CAD files into 3D models. The iOS (Apple Inc.) version of AutoCAD by Autodesk, called AutoCAD Mobile was
released on July 14, 2009. In 2014, Autodesk released AutoCAD 360, a version of AutoCAD that supports 3D 360 a1d647c40b
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Open the file 'Keygen.exe' from the installation folder. Insert the license number of the software you use and close the program. Technical
requirements The following programs are needed to install and use this keygen. Windows 2000 or XP (32bit) Windows 7 or 8 (64bit) See also
Installshield References External links Category:Windows-only software Category:2010 software Category:InstallshieldQ: How to scroll to top
in QTableView? I have some qtable view in my application, and I need to scroll the qtable view to top, when data has been added to it. I can't use
the scrollToTop() function in my application, because the table is not part of my QMainWindow, I use this code: view = self.ui.tableView
view.scrollToTop() When the data is inserted to the table, the table has moved down, but the scrollbar is not moved, it's stuck at its position.
What can I do to scroll the tableView to top? A: If you're inside the main window, scrollToTop() should work. If you're outside of the main
window, get the parent window and call scrollToTop() on it: widget = self.ui.tableView.parent() widget.scrollToTop() A: The point is that
QMainWindow is "horizontal" (contains many QWidget), QTableView is "vertical" (contains only one QWidget). A parent is just a QWidget,
for example the parent of QTableView is QMainWindow. That's why a simple method view.scrollToTop() is not working for you. You should
use the whole widget, parent of QTableView: widget = self.ui.tableView.parent() widget.scrollToTop() It will work for both QWidget and
QMainWindow. Receive the latest local updates in your inbox Scientists who were able to prove the existence of the Higgs Boson, or God
particle, to the world in 2012 may soon see a big payday. The discovery of the Higgs Boson, also known as the "God particle," has led to a bitter
debate on the campus of the world-renowned CERN laboratory

What's New In?

Lock, copy, or add comments to any shape, tag, or label. - Added Lock and Copy Tags (video: 1:29 min.) - Added Copy and Add Tags (video:
1:48 min.) - Added commenting to elements in drawings that can be edited or locked - Added ways to interact with elements in drawings that are
not editable - Added Lock, Copy, and Add Features (video: 1:48 min.) - Added ability to interact with elements in drawings that are not editable
- Added a new method of editing when you drag or drop parts in drawings - Added new parts to interact with (video: 1:49 min.) - Added new
method of editing when you drag or drop parts in drawings - Added a new method of creating elements in drawings - Added support for native
CAD files from other AutoCAD applications - Added a new method of importing non-native files - Added support for Office 365 - Added
support for macOS Catalina - Added support for BIMX plugins in Mac version - Added support for users with Microsoft Visual Studio and
Office 2019 - Added support for AutoCAD 2020 - Added ability to lock and copy other drawings - Added a floating command bar - Added a
floating status bar - Added new 2D Cloud rendering options - Added settings for cloud rendering in the Options dialog - Added ability to control
the horizontal scroll on various views - Added an updated 3D appearance for the main drawing view - Added a floating tool bar - Added a
floating task bar - Added new floor plan and 2D floor plan views - Added the ability to select an outline color for the arrows on the selection list
of the floating tool bar - Added a new AutoLISP dialog for creating custom commands - Added a new icon for a pinned object - Added an
updated Help system - Added the ability to select an outline color for the arrows on the selection list of the floating tool bar - Added a new icon
for a linked drawing - Added several font changes - Added a new Quick Info box - Added keyboard shortcuts for layers and filters - Added a
new icon for the default tick boxes in the Layers dialog - Added a new icon for the default
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Minimum System Requirements are listed below. The minimum system requirements for the standard edition are: Windows 7/8/10 Vista
SP2/SP3/SP4/SP5/SP6 Windows 7 SP1/SP2/SP3/SP4/SP5/SP6 Windows 8/8.1 Windows XP SP3/SP4 Radeon R200-R6xx series graphics card
(HD 7650, HD 7670, HD 7680) or above
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